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machines for the maintenance of the
turf on golfcourses, sportsfields, public
areas and horse race tracks. It started
for the company in 1978 with the
invention of the Verti-Drain deep
tine aeration machine, which was
revolutionary at that time.
Over time Redexim developed into
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the maintenance of the turf, such as
overseeders, topdressers, sweepers,
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scarifiers, brushes and of course
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aerators. More recently, Redexim has
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been producing machines for sports
fields made of artificial turf.
Redexim has a distribution network
over more than 100 countries, and has
its own offices in Australia, China,
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the UK and the USA, aside from its
headquarters in the Netherlands.
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Redexim machines are being used at the world’s most prestigious venues:

Golf Courses

“I purchased the Verti-Drain about
3 years ago to replace an older model
which had provided good results
and reliability for over 10 years. As I
write this, the Verti-Drain is out on
the course aerating greens and tees as
part of the course preparations for the
2008 British Open Championship.”
Chris Whittle, Course Manager
Royal Birkdale Golf Club - UK

“In addition to hosting this year’s PGA
Championship, Oakland Hills CC
South Course also receives about 30.000
rounds of golf annually. The stress
we experience on our fairways from
this level of traffic has been reduced
because of the use of the Verti-Drain.
Our fairway turf has improved and the
disruption to our members is minimal.”
Steve Cook, CGCS.
Oakland Hills CC - USA

“Some members call me “Punch” and
my crew thinks that “my cure all” is
aerification. Adding oxygen to our soil
is one of the most important practices
we do as Turf Managers.
The Verti-Drain Aerifier is helping
Valhalla Golf Club prepare for the
Ryder Cup.”
Mark Wilson, CGCS.
Valhalla Country Club - USA

Sportsfields
European
Championships
Football
AustriaSwitzerland
2008:
Verti-Drain
Mustang at
work on the
day of the final
match between
Spain and
Germany.*
* From Die Presse.

European
Championships
Football PolandUkraine 2012:
the Speed-Seed
at work in Kiev's
Olympiskij
stadium (above).
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Aeration

ShatterTining

The use of the Verti-Drain as a cultivation
method to aerate soils is also known as
deep shatter tining. The Verti-Drain drives
solid tines into the grass and through the
ground up to 400mm (16”) deep, piercing
any pan which may exist. The tines then
heave the soil, cracking up the compaction
before they are withdrawn.
It breaks the side walls and adds pore space
to the soil profile.
Compaction is relieved and the soil is
opened, allowing water to drain and air to
move freely, creating gas exchange.
This heaving action lifts the soil in a
uniform manner. This lift represents the
amount of air that has been incorporated
into the ground.

The Art of the

Verti-Drain®

Needle Tines
Extra fine needle tines ensure minimal surface damage.
Ø8mm needle tines
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Ø5mm needle tines

The tine angle lever allows easy adjustment
to the degree of ground shatter intensity,
with quick setting to the vertical position for
conventional coring.

Hollow Coring

The Verti-Drain tines penetrate vertically when the tine
angle lever is positioned at 90˚. Perfectly straight cores are
being pulled on the surface. Hollow coring is ideal for soil
exchange programms or thatch removal.

Cross Tines +
Chisel Tines
Cross tines ensure an extra intensive aeration
treatment, while chisel tines will create more
space in the soil for oxygen.
cross tines

chisel tines
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Verti-Drain® - self-propelled series
These self-propelled Verti-Drains are independently powered and allow for easy manoeuvring in tight areas.

Model Verti-Drain

1513+Carrier

7007Mechanical

7007Hydro

Operation
Weight
Working width
Working depth max
Engine
Capacity at 55mm
(2 1/8”) forward hole pattern

Walk-in-front
950kg (430kg+520kg) (2090lbs)
1320mm (52”)
150mm (6”)
32hp, air cooled

Walk-in-front+sit-on
520kg (1144lbs)
675mm (27”)
150mm (6”)
13hp

sit-on
745kg (1639lbs)
680mm (27”)
150mm (6”)
18hp

2388m2/h (25790sq.ft/h)

1060m2/h (11448sq.ft/h)

1114m2/h (12031sq.ft/h)

Optional items

Solid tines from Ø5x125mm (3/16x5”) to Ø12x150mm (1/2x6”)
Hollow tines from Ø10x125mm (3/8x5”)
Rear roller / Turf hold down fingers / Core Collector
Carrier only: Verti-Drain 1513 can be connected to tractor.

Carrier +
Verti-Drain® 1513
The 1513 Verti-Drain connected
to a Carrier functions as a selfpropelled aerator. It is a high
production aerator, penetrating up
to a depth of 150mm with both
solid tines and hollow coring tines.
Ground pressure is kept to a
minimum, with most of the weight
of the 1513 Verti-Drain and the
Carrier being absorbed by the
wide tyres (24x13.00-12") and the
smooth front roller of the VertiDrain. The ground pressure per
square centimeter amounts to an
impressive 0.45kg.

Combination
options
The 1513 Verti-Drain can be
decoupled from the Carrier,
and used on a tractor, while
other implements can be
connected to the Carrier.

Carrier + Speed-Seed 1200
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Carrier + Verti-Cut 1300

Verti-Drain 1513 + tractor

Aeration

Verti-Drain® 7007 Mechanical
The self-propelled
Verti-Drain 7007
can be used both as
a sit-on aerator and
as a walk-in-front
unit. This highly
manoeuvrable VertiDrain can quickly
and easily treat hard
to reach areas.

The 7007 can be equipped with solid (l) and hollow tines (r)

Verti-Drain® 7007 Hydro
The sit-on 7007Hydro Verti-Drain is
hydrostaticly driven, with all speed
adjustments simply done by means of a
foot pedal. The three wheeled machine is
highly manoeuvrable and has a maximum
speed of 5km/h (6.5mph).

A rear
roller helps
leave the
perfect
surface.
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Verti-Drain® - conventional series
These Verti-Drains are the choice of championship courses and sportfields around the world. With 250mm (10") or 300mm
(12") working depth the units only require a compact tractor.

Model Verti-Drain

7212

7215

7316

Weight
Working width
Working depth max.
Capacity at 65mm (2 ½”)
forward hole pattern
Capacity at 165mm (6 ½”)
forward hole pattern
Tractor required

470kg (1034lbs)
1.2m (47”)
variable to 250mm (10”) max

550kg (1210lbs)
1.56m (61”)
variable to 250mm (10”) max

670kg (1474lbs)
1.6m (63”)
variable to 300mm (12”) max

1200m2/h (12960sq.ft/h)

1870m2/h (20196sq.ft/h)

1400m2/h (15120sq.ft/h)

3000m2/h (32400sq.ft/h)
17hp, lift cap 568kg (1250lbs)

4680m2/h (50544sq.ft/h)
23hp, lift cap 700kg (1540lbs)

3640m2/h (39312sq.ft/h)
27hp, lift cap 825kg (1815lbs)

Standard items

Solid tines Ø12x250mm (1/2x10”), front & rear rollers with scrapers, PTO with slip clutch, storage stand,
tool box with tools.

Optional items

Multi tine heads
Solid tines: from Ø5 to Ø18mm
Hollow tines: from Ø10 x 125mm (3/8x5”) to Ø24 x 250mm (1x10”)
Cross Tines/ Core collector/ Turf hold down fingers/ Rotating brush

Verti-Drain® 7212

The popular Verti-Drain 7212 is ideally suited for greens
and other sports turf surfaces where limited access or
tractor horsepower is available.
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Aeration

Verti-Drain® 7215
The compact 7215 VertiDrain fits tractors of 23hp.
It contains a multiple
amount of arms and
tineholders (8) ensuring
increased stability.

Verti-Drain® 7316
The Verti-Drain 7316 is an efficient
machine for use on sportfields and
all areas of the golf course. With a
penetration depth of up to 300mm(12”)
it will aerate up to 4,200m2/h (45,360
sq ft/hr) on fairways.
Ø 5mm (1/6”) mini needle tines
on multi tine adapters.

Needle Tines in the Summertime
In the hot summer months, when many golf courses see the highest number of rounds, aerators equipped with needle tines can open
thousands of holes in a soil profile to help reduce or relieve long-term compaction problems. Needle tines, also known a pencil tines,
can be one of the least-disruptive cultural practices used on greens. The treatments help provide passageways so water can move to
the root zone, which lowers drainage and irrigation time and costs. Another benefit is that increased root growth means that turf
plants can draw on water and nutrients located deeper within the soil and have a higher chance of survival in extreme conditions.
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Verti-Drain® - high speed series
These high speed Verti-Drains are fast aerators, running at speeds of up to 4.3km/h (2.75mph). The new model 1513 can be
connected to the Redexim Carrier for a self-propelled option (see page 6).

Model Verti-Drain 7110

1513

7113 Mustang

7117 Mustang

7120

Working width
Weight
Working depth max
Capacity at 55mm (2 ½”)
forward hole pattern
Capacity at 125mm (5”)
forward hole pattern
Tractor required

1.0m (39”)
340kg (748lbs)
150mm (6”)

1.3m (51”)
430kg (946lbs)
150mm (6”)

1.34m (53”)
520kg (1144lbs)
150mm (6”)

1.7m (67”)
575kg (1265lbs)
150mm (6”)

2.0m (79”)
915kg (2013lbs)
200mm (8”)

2040m2/h (22032sq.ft/h)

3320m2/h (35856sq.ft/h)

2650m2/h (28620sq.ft/h)

3400m2/h (36720sq.ft/h)

3215m2/h (34722sq.ft/h)

4380m2/h (47304sq.ft/h)

7120m2/h (76896sq.ft/h)

5690m2/h (61452sq.ft/h)

13hp, lift cap 410kg (902lbs)

20hp, lift cap 500kg (1100lbs)

23hp, lift cap 650kg (1430lbs)

7300m2/h (78840sq.ft/h)
25hp, lift cap 700kg (1540lbs)

7500m2/h (81000sq.ft/h)
45hp, lift cap 1000kg (2200lbs)

Standard items

Solid tines 1 set, front + rear rollers with scrapers (7110 + 1513 rear roller optional)
PTO with slip clutch, storage stand, toolbox with tools, 3-speed gearbox (not 7110 + 1513).

Optional items

Solid tines from Ø5x125mm (3/16”x5”) to Ø12x150mm (1/2”x6”)
Hollow tines from Ø10x125mm (3/8”x5”) to Ø18x150mm (3/4”x6”)
Turf hold down fingers / Windrow kit / Rear roller (Rear roller standard for 7113, 7117 + 7120)

Verti-Drain® 7110
The model
7110 is an
economically
priced
Verti-Drain
fitting low
hp compact
tractors.

Verti-Drain® 1513

Mundsley GC gains
with new Verti-Drain

The new
1513
can be
connected
to a
tractor
as well
as to the
Redexim
Carrier
(see page
6).

Founded in 1901, the golf
course was designed with
the help of the legendary
6 times Open Champion
Harry Vardon..
The club has just taken
delivery of a new VertiDrain (1513) – a very fast
lightweight aerator.
Head Greenkeeper Tim
Gee’s team particularly
liked the speed of the
machine; being able to
get over the ground in a
much shorter time frame.
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They were also surprised
by the good selection
of tines available, and
that changing a tine
was only a five minute
job. Depending on the
weather they like to
aerate once a month on
the greens and tees.
“Now that we have the
new Verti-Drain (1513)
the minor water-logging
we have in the lower area
of course will no longer
be a problem”, said Tim.
From TP June/July 2011

Aeration
Verti-Drain® 7113 Mustang
The Verti-Drain
7113 contains a
3-speed gearbox
and has a working
width of 1.3m

Verti-Drain® 7117 Mustang
The Verti-Drain 7117 has the same features as the
7113 model, but with a working width of 1.7m

Verti-Drain®
7120

Topdressing prior to
Shatter Tining

The Verti-Drain 7120
aerates compacted soils at
depths up to 200mm. With
its working width of 2.0m,
it is aimed at professionals
managing large open spaces.

After the turf is topdressed with sand, the VertiDrain works the sand into the soil with solid tines.
Set at an ideal shatter angle of 5-10 degrees and a
close hole spacing, the tines then shatter the sand
backwards through the soil profile thus thoroughly
mixing it into the soil structure.
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Verti-Drain® Concorde - high speed + heavy series
The new Verti-Drain Concorde is able to work at a high speed in hard soils, and can take solid tines with a diameter of up to
24mm(1”).

Models Verti-Drain Concorde

2216

2220

Working width
Weight
Working depth max.
Capacity at 65mm (2 ½”) forward hole pattern
Capacity at 130mm (5 ½”) forward hole pattern
Tractor required

1.6m (63”)
840kg (1848lbs)
up to 225mm (9”)
2796m2/h (30196sq.ft/h)
5592m2/h (60394sq.ft/h)
45hp, lift cap 1050kg (2310lbs)

2.08m (82”)
1030kg (2266lbs)
up to 225mm (9”)
3728m2/h (40262sq.ft/h)
7456m2/h (80525sq.ft/h)
50hp, lift cap 1300kg (2860lbs)

Standard items
Optional items

Solid tines Ø18x225mm. Adapters for tines with Ø24mm to Ø18mm. Front + rear rollers with scrapers,
PTO with slipclutch. Storage stand, toolbox with tools.
Solid tines from Ø5x125mm (3/16” x5”) to Ø24x225mm (1”x9”)
Hollow tines from Ø10x125mm (3/8”x5”) to Ø
Ø32x225mm (1 1/4”x 9”)
Hydraulic quick depth adjustment system, Turf holddown fingers, Windrow kit, Adapters for different tine diameters.

Verti-Drain® 2216 Concorde
This tough model is designed for undulating areas

Optionally the depth of the tines is adjusted hydraulically
from the tractor seat, which gives a clear visibility
from the seat of the set depth.

Verti-Drain®
2220 Concorde
For large, compacted
areas this Concorde
with a working width of
2.08m is ideal.
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